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Editorial
Welcome to the ALL ITALY issue of Sensual Treats Magazine. This also happens to be
our one year anniversary issue – which is really astounding! Where has the year gone?
As you’ve come to expect, this issue is filled with wonderful things, romantic places to
explore, and interviews with four of the most talented and beautiful people it is my
pleasure to know. Something for everyone is the key to these talents, Pasquale
Esposito is a tenor who is bridging musical styles with every song he
writes/sings/records, and he gives each one a unique and enchanting sound.
Emanuele Dabbono is a vibrant young Italian rock and roller who writes powerful,
strong songs about the country he calls home and all he loves about it. Riccardo
Foresi returns to chat with us again, one year after our last interview. Much has
changed, new songs have been written and recorded, and a debut CD is not so far away
now! The beautiful and magical Giada Valenti is the Italian Signorina of our special
group, and she is as loving, warm, and genuine as the music she creates and presents to
her adoring audience. I think you will love these extraordinary people as much as I do
once you’ve gotten to know them better, and I am exceedingly grateful to each of them
for giving their time and their blessing to this issue of Sensual Treats.
Included in this issue is a special section filled with wonderful sites that will offer you
many diverse aspects of Italy to explore. Whether you enjoy blogs, pictures, news, or
music – or a mix of all these things, the sites I have included in our Travel via the
Web feature will give you something to sigh over, I’m sure of it! If you go our website,
on the Sensual Whispers page you will see the beautiful green-white-red flag of Italia,
and a click on that graphic will give you the travel section of this issue to download!
Original photographs are from my partner and friend in Rome, Vincenzo Chiofalo. It is
one of his lovely images of Venice that is our cover this issue. All of Vincenzo’s photos
are protected by copyrights, so please ask permission if you wish to use one of them for
any reason. You can reach him through us.
I have also recently met a very special lady named Maria Filice. Maria has written a
fabulous cookbook called Breading Bread in L’Aquila – and what makes it even more
special is that all of the profits from the sale of this book – it’s a beauty, I can assure you,
because I have it! – ALL profits go to the rebuilding of L’Aquila in Central Italy – a
region hit very hard by a 6.3 Earthquake in April 2009. You will find more information
about this book included.
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Also, Angela Montgomery has released a novel called Romanzo: Love and
Corruption Italian Style. This one is a special kind of love story, and an excellent and
entertaining read! Check out the information page for it, and get a copy – well worth
your time and you will love it!
There will be more features about Italy in our coming issues, of course, it is my Grande
Amore as Riccardo Foresi sings.... I am planning a special article about the famous
Carnevale in Venice, too – there will be stunning photos included in that one, I am sure!
Heather Gardener, co-owner of the magazine, wrote the travel article in this issue. I
forgot to put her name on it! Sorry about that, Heather. And, to the incredible artists
who gave me their time, at very short notice in a couple of cases, my eternal gratitude
and love to you...
There is endless material to talk about when it comes to the magic of Italy, this is but a
tiny, tiny sampling. Still, I hope you will enjoy the magazine, and we’ll be back in
September with a whole new theme – but always with the sweetness of romance in the
air... In the meantime, Viva la dolce vita!!

“Approaching Sicily as a new day dawns...”
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Sensual Treats Magazine – Interview 2010:

Meet Emanuele Dabbono:
As part of our special feature on the beautiful country of Italy this issue, we are very
blessed to have some of the finest talents of that lovely place with us. One young singer
who is the traditional “tall, dark, and handsome” we all hear about is Emanuele
Dabbono. Just into his 30’s, a wonderful musician/songwriter, a man who is sexy as sin,
and even more charming… I’d like to meet a this very special friend of mine…
The photos used in this article are all used with Emanuele’s permission, and they have
been taken from his Official MySpace: “You can use whatever you want. In MySpace
you can find even some personal photos from my trips around the world (I adore
traveling).”
BIO: (In his own words)
I was born in Genoa, Christopher
Columbus city in 1977. I play almost
every instrument and my passion for
music started at 12, when I first saw
Michael J. Fox playin’ Johnnie B. Goode
in Back to the future. Then I studied the
singer songwriters and started to write
my first songs (now they are more than
800!). I won the critics prize in
Castrocaro’s festival (the second biggest
festival in Italy) in 1997. Then I created
my own musical project and in 2005 I
won the Cornetto Free Music festival
contest and played with Avril Lavigne,
Black Eyed Peas, John Legend in front of
a 200,000 people audience.
In 2006 I released my first Hit,
SCRITTO SULLA PELLE, which was a
radio and video smash hit. In February
2008 I entered the X Factor (the
European American Idol) TV programme
(for 4 months I was on TV, daily). I
finished 3rd and released, in July, my
first EP called CI TROVERANNO QUI
as Emanuele Dabbono & Terrarossa. (Ed
note: I own this one, and it is
wonderful!) The EP after only 12 hours reached position #2 in the charts. Then we
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started an Italian tour that ended December, the 5th 2009 in Siena, after a year and a
half. In June should be released IN VIAGGIO, my first LP as Emanuele Dabbono &
Terrarossa.
TERRAROSSA is Beppe Galgani on guitars, Alessandro Guasconi on bass, Senio
Firmati on the drums. I play guitars, keyboards, harmonica and obviously, vocals.

Questions:
ST: Some of our readers are familiar with your voice and name already because of our
advance promotion, but many will be meeting you for the first time as they read this,
so…. How would Emanuele Dabbono describe himself and his music to a new audience?
Emma: I think I’m a genuine rocker. I’m a generous person, specially on stage. My
music is just like a part of my body. MY arm, my leg, my lips. Without it, I couldn’t
even walk or talk.
ST: Your base of operations is your home country of Italy – do you feel there is a
difference to how artists in North America approach their business and how a career is
launched in the European market? Does music transcend the language barriers, or does
language impose barriers and limit the appeal to a global audience?
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Emma: I first started writing songs in English. I have one hundred of them. Then I
made a journey through north America and while discovering how beautiful that
country was I even discovered that my life was smaller, that my real streets weren’t
those infinite highways, but little avenues, little stone cities, you know, my everyday
life was another. So I understood that, If I wanted to be real, I had to talk about my
real days and things.
My urgency is to communicate.
My American friends wish that someday I’ll change my mind and publish my English
songs…who knows!

ST: You write some amazing songs, the one for your recent entry in the San Remo
Festival competition, Io Rimango Mio, is a very strong and passionate song that
expresses a lot of things that your audience is affected by. When you write, do you draw
on your personal views, or do you create what you feel will touch your listeners most?
Emma: I always try to be pure, naked when I write. Sometimes I read back the lyrics
and think …oh my God! Where’s the rubber? (Ed. Note: Eraser to those in the US.) But
it’s better like this. You have to be sincere or people don’t feel a thing when they listen
to you. Then I believe even the voice itself has a power that words should make more
precise. Voice is the top of our hidden soul.
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ST: You competed on X-Factor (Italy’s version of American Idol for our readers’
enlightenment), how did that exposure help or hinder your present status in the music
industry of Italy? Do you think it helped you and your band Terrarossa, or has it created
any false images about you?
Emma: After 4 months of daily exposition on the most important Italian TV channel, I
felt like a prisoner of my image. I’m a musician, not a TV host. I refused lots of TV
participation because they wanted me for my aspect, not for my music. After the show,
I spend a lot of time with the people who take long trips just to see us.
Because they deserve our extremely respect. So, it’s not just a photo or autograph, but I
try to talk a little with the ones I reach.

ST: You have one (excellent) CD available to the North American market, and there are
some great songs on it – are you considering an English language CD at any time?
Emma: When I first started writing songs it was in English. I have a hundred of them.
But when I first went to California at 19 years old, I realized that my streets were
smaller, that my real life was another, that I should talk about my everyday life, my
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everyday people. In Italy there ain’t no Five and dimes or Seven/eleven or something.
We have little villages, mostly. It always seems like we know each other. So I think we
have a strong sense of wonder in front of huge nature beauties like the Grand Canyon
or the Monument Valley but we even have the power to imagine art as something we
could not hug. Something absolutely giant. From small things big things come, you
know.
ST: Who has influenced you in musical terms over the years? Where are you hoping to
be in a few years, career-wise? What are your long-terms goals with your music?
Emma: Well, I have so many musical influences that it may take an hour to list all of
them. Actually, I started from hard rock, but when I tried to write my first songs, my
brother told me “you don’t play hard rock, your music sounds like this!” and he made
me listen to Out of time of R.E.M. Yeah. So U2, Bruce Springsteen, Neil Young, Joni
Mitchell, Bob Dylan, Tom Petty, John Hiatt, Wilco, Ryan Adams. There’s lots of them.
But here in Europe we have other strong bands like Snow Patrol, Damien Rice, Sigur
Ros that really mean to me. In a few years time I imagine myself as a modern Jackson
Browne of the seventies. I hope one day someone else would sing my songs, not
especially someone famous, mostly someone who moves me.
ST: Now, a fun question – you are an extremely handsome man, how do you feel about
the adoration of so many women, because having watched some of your videos, I know
you’ve incited a lot of fantasies in those female hearts? Does it make it difficult to
maintain a personal relationship to have women chasing you? (You can kill me later for
that one, Emma, but I admit I’m really curious if you’ll answer it for me! )
Emma: I don’t think I’m that handsome, I believe that everyone who sings has a
particular light, quite charming, in the eyes of the people. For me, singin’ is like
becoming naked in front of the audience. It’s like showing the hidden part of my soul
without asking the picture back. It’s a sort of free entrance to your world for the fans.
ST: If you could leave a lasting imprint on the music business, what kind of legacy
would you be most proud of leaving in the minds of the people who listen to you?
Emma: Surely, I’d like to make people think: we should have him here, singin’ here.
ST: Describe Emma Dabbono and his life philosophy in one sentence, if you can? 
Emma: Life can take you breath away!
To listen to Emanuele Dabbono and Terrarossa, visit them here:
Emanuele’s Page: www.myspace.com/emanueledabbono
Terrarossa’s Space : www.myspace.com/terrarossaband
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Thank you so much for your time, Emma, and for chatting with our readers.
New official website is: http://www.dabbono.com
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Now Available: Breaking Bread in L'Aquila
Food and Fate Publishing is proud to announce the release of our first book, Breaking Bread in
L'Aquila, now available for purchase. With 49 delicious, easy-to-prepare recipes, all of which are
variations on the traditional dishes of the Abruzzo region in Italy, the book is a great gift idea for
both Mother's Day and Father's Day and will make a great addition to your cookbook shelf.
Order your copy of Breaking Bread in L'Aquila here, and we will ship it to you directly. We ship
worldwide.
If you would like Maria Filice to sign your copy of Breaking Bread in L'Aquila, please select
"Hardcover, signed by author" in the drop-down menu that is found on the purchase page listed
below.

http://www.telospress.com/foodandfate/purchase.html
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Sensual Treats Magazine – Interview May 2010:

Meet Pasquale Esposito:
As part of our special feature on the beautiful country of Italy this issue, we are very
blessed to have some of the finest talents of that lovely place with us. One amazing
singer who is merging traditional music with new is the very talented Pasquale Esposito.
A tenor with wonderful range of style, a killer smile, and more charm than should be
legal , meet this very special musician and fall in love…

BIO:
Pasquale Esposito was born and raised in Naples, Italy. He comes from a large loving family
that has supported his passion for music. He is the youngest of five with four older sisters.
Pasquale developed his love for music at a young age singing in the church choir. While living
in Italy, he enjoyed sharing his vocal gifts with others at local piano bars. His performances at
these intimate venues created an opportunity for Pasquale to develop and share his prodigious
vocal talents and his rich emotional side with his audience. Indeed, he is able to penetrate
right into the emotional heart of any song, classical or contemporary, with his warm tenor
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voice. Pasquale transforms the spirit of crowds of all age groups with the sheer power of his
unforgettable voice.
In 1998, Pasquale decided to immigrate to the United States where he would be able to further
his goal of becoming a professional singer and songwriter. Pasquale began to further his
education by taking courses for a Bachelor of Arts in Music at San Jose State University with
an emphasis in vocal performance. He graduated in May 2009. Throughout his coursework,
Pasquale received training from world-renown faculty who developed Pasquale both as an
individual and as an artist.
Pasquale’s love of Italian language and culture is apparent in his CDs: “My Passion” (2000),
“My Destiny” (2004), “Naples … That’s Amore!” (2005) and “Il Fornaio: Authentic Italy, Vol.
1”(2008). These CDs reveal Pasquale’s remarkable capacity to perform both classical and
contemporary Italian, English, Neapolitan and Spanish standards.
Aside from recording CDs, Pasquale has toured both in the USA and abroad with several
musical productions and concerts. From 2005 through 2007, Pasquale toured with the Italian
musical revue: “Naples … That’s Amore!” (www.naplesthatsamore.com) Pasquale and
Ettore Squillace, an accomplished director and choreographer from Naples, Italy, collaborated
to write, direct and produce this production. The show toured in the following cities: Santa
Clara, CA, Stockton, CA, Pompeii, Italy, Naples, Italy, San Francisco, CA, Monterey, CA, San
Jose, CA , Los Angeles, CA, San Diego, CA, Chicago, Il, and Boston, MA. The last run of the
show was at the historical Teatro Bellini in Naples, Italy in the spring of 2007.
In the fall of 2007, Pasquale had the opportunity to tour with Gigi D’Alessio and Anna
Tatangelo, two of Italy’s finest pop artists, during their 2007 North American Tour. Aside
from touring with these artists, Pasquale introduced his original music to the public for the
first time in his own 2007 concert tour of “Simply Pasquale!” The concert series debuted in San
Jose at the Montgomery Theatre in October and was later followed by performances at The
State Theatre in Modesto and The Herbst Theatre in San Francisco.
Pasquale has finalized his latest CD: “A Brand New Me” consisting of original compositions in
his distinctive pop-opera style. The making of this CD was an international collaboration of
many talents. The music and lyrics were written by Pasquale Esposito and Antonio Aprile, a
composer and an arranger from Naples, Italy. The recording of the CD took place in Italy and
the United States under the supervision of Antonio Aprile and Ettore Gatta. The transatlantic
fusion of cultures and musicians resulted in a spectacular CD which was released on February
14, 2009. Pasquale toured with his new concert: “A Brand New Me” throughout 2009. The
tour consisted of the following cities: Naples, Italy, San Jose, CA, San Diego, CA, Reno, NV,
Boston, MA, Chicago, IL and Monterey, CA. The concert will continue to tour in 2010-2011…
On December 6, 2009, Pasquale stepped back to his roots and formal training as a tenor and
crossed over to the world of opera. Accompanied by the Mission Chamber Orchestra,
conducted by Emily Ray, Pasquale premiered his Opera Concert titled: “Pasquale in Canto” to
a sold out audience in San Francisco’s Fort Mason Center. Pasquale performed the most
famous Italian opera arias and Neapolitan songs. In addition, he performed several of his
original compositions that are classified as pop-opera. Critics acclaimed his performance.

Questions:
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ST: Some of our readers are familiar with your voice and name already because of our
advance promotion, but many will be meeting you for the first time as they read this,
so…. How would Pasquale Esposito describe himself and his music to a new audience?
Pasquale: Look at my picture………………. that is my music. Clean, simple,
elegant…………………….
ST: Your base of operations is California – do you feel there is a difference to how
artists in North America approach their business and how a career is launched in the
European market? Does music transcend the language barriers, or does language
impose barriers and limit the appeal to a global audience?
Pasquale: I believe that the way that an artist approaches their career is very much
global these days. I do not believe that that there is much difference between Europe
and the USA. Language can become a barrier if you do not know how to use the music
to express yourself.
ST: You write amazing songs, (for anyone who wants to listen to some incredible songs,
check out Pasquale’s CD A Brand New Me), strong, passionate, and very romantic songs
that expresses a lot of things that your audience is affected by. When you write, do you
draw on your personal views, or do you create what you feel will touch your listeners
most?
Pasquale: I try to become 1,000 different individuals and try to fit in every different
shoe. Therefore, I try to write songs that appeal to many people with universal
messages.
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ST: You maintain a strong musical connection to your Italian roots, do you feel this
enhances your appeal in the North American market, or does it limit your audience
potential? Do you think your being an Italian, with the romantic image of that country,
do you feel it has created any false images about you?
Pasquale: I believe that being Italian is very appealing to many of my audience.
However, over the years, I have realized that my audience is overall very highly
educated and sophisticated.
I believe that being Italian was a gift from God. I am who I am because I am Italian.
ST: You have several (excellent) CDs available to the North American market, and there
are some great songs on them – are you considering a complete English language CD at
any time?
Pasquale: Unfortunately, I am not at this time. I plan to release some CDs in 2011 but
they will be a mixture of some Italian, Neapolitan, Spanish, and English.
ST: Who has influenced you in musical terms over the years? Where are you hoping to
be in a few years, career-wise? What are your long-terms goals with your music?
Pasquale: Many of the greatest tenors from the past have influenced me as an artist.
The following are just a few of my favorites: Caruso, Lanza, and Distefano. In a few
years, I hope to an internationally known touring and recording artist. Long-term, I
plan to continue writing and performing in the Pop Opera genre. I strongly believe in
original compositions.
ST: Now, a fun question – you are an extremely
handsome man, how do you feel about the
adoration of so many women, because having
watched some of your videos, I know you’ve incited
a lot of fantasies in those female hearts? Does it
make it difficult to maintain a personal
relationship to have women chasing you?
Pasquale: I believe that respecting women's
feeling is the key. Many times, I have found myself
being in the dreams/fantasies of many women. I
truly feel honored to be there, but I always try to
respect their feelings. For example, I try to answer
to almost every single person on my Facebook
page. I believe in communication with my
audience. Many times, when women see that I am
not a dream/fantasy and that they can
communicate with me directly, we become
friends.
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As for my personal relationships, my soulmate needs to be understanding of my
career and secure in our love.
ST: If you could leave a lasting imprint on the music business, what kind of legacy
would you be most proud of leaving in the minds of the people who listen to you?
Pasquale: I would like to be remembered as an artist who was capable of making
people forget all of their problems/grief/challenges for a brief time while I was
entertaining them with my passion for music.
ST: Describe Pasquale Esposito and his life philosophy in one sentence, if you can?
Pasquale: Non si vede bene che col cuore l`essenziale e` invisibile agli occhi.
“And now here is my secret, a very simple secret; it is only with the heart that one can
see rightly, what is essential is invisible to the eye.” ~~ Antoine de Saint-Exupery
Thank you so much for your time, Pasquale, and for chatting with our readers.
Visit here: http://www.italianmusicman.com
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Scatty, struggling actress, Marsya Wells, meets rational young architect Marco Fontana when he
comes from Milan to London for a conference. While attracted to each other, Marco’s orderly
manner of allowing his mind to control his heart keeps dysfunctional Marsya at bay. Until she
moves to Milan to teach English.
In the Milan of the early 90’s awash with corruption scandals, Marco’s career is maneuvered
into murky associations, and Marsya is sucked into the entourage of a corrupt entrepreneur and
his manipulative political movement. Through their personal battles, Marco learns to heed his
emotions, and Marsya learns to use her mind to make decisions for more life rather than
destruction.

Learn more about the book here: http://www.romanzo.ws/Romanzo/Home.html
Buy the book here – from AMAZON.COM:
http://www.amazon.com/Romanzo-Love-Corruption-ItalianStyle/dp/184923762X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1275266068&sr=8-1
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La Dolce Vita
The Magic Of Italy
Italy. Just saying the name of the country makes one sigh with thoughts of gondola rides and
beautiful countryside. Wine tastings and vineyards full of flowers and vines. Such thoughts
float through as one says the name, Italy.
So why is it that we have these thoughts when we hear Italy? What makes it such a spot that
people yearn to go there for vacations, honeymoons and get aways? Part of the attraction is
simply the fact that people from around the world, as well as the Italians themselves recognize it
as romantic. If everyone finds something to be a certain way, then it becomes that way. Italy is
one such thing that has been romanticized partly by simply being recognized by the world as
romantic.
Part of the appeal lies simply in the history. The romance of the ages lies within the streets of
the cities that comprise Italy. Each city holds the mysteries and the stories of the ages within the
cathedrals and Piazzas. From Ancient times through modern times the stories that the world
has been raised on and the new ones that arise come from Italy. The mixture of the old and the
new blend so easily within walls that have been standing for centuries and seem to want to tell
the stories they have seen. Romance fills the very air in Italy simply with the historical
perspective.
Another appeal comes from the vineyards that have been around forever as well. The idea of the
history as well as the product of the winemaking in Italy brings its own brand of romance
forward within the countryside of Italy. The landscaping, the sunsets and the sheer remoteness
of the vineyards bring out the romantic side. The ability to walk for hours amongst the vines, or
to travel by foot to the neighboring vineyard and not have a single vehicle pass you, or to stop
and chat with the owner all bring a sense of old world romanticism to a modern vineyard,
helping to continue the impression of Italy as Romance.
The Vatican and Rome are of course tremendous draws and romantic in their own right. While
they may not seem to be romantic in the sense of lovers they have the ideal of romance at their
very heart. With the history, the tales of Templars, and the ideals and very foundations of some
of the world’s largest religions contained within, they are the draw for many lovers who come to
visit Italy. While the crowds that are found there may be off putting to those who are looking for
a smaller and more intimate destination, there is no denying that Rome is a sensual, romantic
city all of its own.
As a whole Italy is a Romantic Destination for more reasons than I could possibly tell you about
in a few pages. However, to help with your decision and the type of romantic getaway you have
in mind, I have taken the time to list some of the top cities within the country for romantic
getaways. If you are looking to take your sweetheart to Italy, try some of these cities for
romance.
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Venice:
A city amongst those of character. With canals and gondolas (can’t you just see the striped shirt
of the gondolier as you travel through the city by water?), small side streets to get lost in and of
course the Piazza San Marco and cathedral to go with it. What better way to spend the weekend
then walking through the glorious streets of a city so romantic it is seen in the art and the
architecture wherever you look?
Lake Como:
Near the border of Switzerland this is a romantic resort destination. The Bellagio is the village
of choice for this area, and is surrounded by lakes and mountains giving off the idea of being
secluded and tucked away in a lost world.
Positano on the Amalfi Coast:
Built vertically on the sea cliff this amazing city offers stunning views of the sea that you won’t
get anywhere else. With romantic restaurants and quiet natural beauty it is the perfect place for
a romantic getaway where you spend your days wandering the village and watching the ever
changing sea and the nights eating at small tucked away restaurants.
Portofino on the Italian Coast:
A castle and chapel sit on the hill overlooking this beautiful seaside village. Cafés line the shore
and small romantic restaurants sit on the hillside overlooking the bay. With lots of romantic
side streets and small pathways up into the hillside this is a perfect destination for a quiet,
intimate vacation.
Perugia:
Ahhh…the finest of Italian chocolate can be found here. What is more romantic than a small
Italian town and chocolate? With a continued Medieval feel and look this wonderful city sits
amongst countryside that is from tales of old. Romantic to the core this is a spot for anyone who
is looking to get away.

http://www.dreamofitaly.com/public/364.cfm
http://goitaly.about.com/od/planningandinformation/tp/romantic_italy .htm
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Sensual Treats Magazine – Interview May 2010:

Meet Giada Valenti:
As part of our special feature on the beautiful country of Italy this issue, we are very
blessed to have some of the finest talents of that lovely place with us. One amazing
singer who is merging traditional music with new is the very talented Giada Valenti. A
beautiful, loving woman with the ability to bring Italy to America, and America to her
Italian audience, this incredible lady is not only a joy to listen to, she is a special, special
person, with great talent and charm. So, meet the lovely Giada, and fall in love…

BIO:
Singer and songwriter Giada Valenti is recognized for her special voice and great stage presence.
With her October 2008 release, And I Love You So, Giada is bringing her romantic music and
her sophisticated style to music fans worldwide. And I Love You So features Giada’s
interpretations of such songs as “La Vie En Rose”, “It’s Impossible”, “Grande Grande Grande”
and “Se (love theme of Cinema Paradiso)”.
Born and raised in Venice, Italy, Giada Valenti started to sing and play piano at the age of seven.
She began touring professionally with a band by age twelve. She studied piano and music theory
at the Santa Cecilia music school in Venice and got her music degree at the G. Tartini in Trieste.
She also studied jazz with American singer Dawn Mitchell.
When in 2004 her music got serious interest from a major record label in New York, she she
decided to spend most of her time in United States. In December 2005, Giada’s self-released CD
Italian Signorina was launched in the USA to great reviews. Italian Signorina featured the song
“Caruso” that Giada performed on the red carpet at the Columbus Day Parade in 2005, 2006,
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and 2007 in New York City. Giada has performed a selection of songs of her new CD And I Love
You So at the 2008 and 2009 edition of this parade, and was featured on NBC Television.
In October 2008 Giada was named Woman of the Year by the Organization of Italian
Charities In America. In February 2010 she was honored by the Commision for Social Justice of
the Order Sons of Italy in America for being a good Italian role model. American figure
skater Kristi Yamaguchi used Giada’s music in an ice show performance broadcast on NBC
Television. Producer Sonny Grosso and fourteen times Grammy winning record producer
Phil Ramone selected Giada for a role in the Broadway musical Be My Love, based on the life
story of tenor Mario Lanza.
Over the past four years, Giada also performed her own original shows La Dolce Vita Swings
and Moonlight & Romance, in sold out-theatres in New York. During these shows, she takes her
audience on a journey across the Atlantic, singing the most beautiful Italian and American love
songs. She has brought these concerts to Europe and to other cities in the United States.
In June 2007 Giada made her the debut at one of the most exclusve places to perform in the
U.S.: Feinstein’s at the Regency in New York City. With her show Tribute To The European
Divas, featuring the music of such great female singers as Edith Piaf, Dusty Springfield,
Shirley Bassey, Mina and Ornella Vanoni, she has become a regular performer at this
prestigious venue.
In 2009 Giada introduced a new show, entitled “Tribute To Love”, which features famous
Italian and American love songs.
Contact:
Mr. J.J. Pouwer – Perla Entertainment
T: 347-562-4729
E: jj@perlaentertainment.com

Questions:
ST: Some of our readers are familiar with your voice and name already because of our
advance promotion, but many will be meeting you for the first time as they read this,
so…. How would Giada Valenti describe herself and her music to a new audience?
Giada: I would say that I'm singer who is working on bringing (Italian) romance
back. I love to sing love songs and give them my personal touch. Old love songs and
original love songs, since to write songs is another of my passions. I'm a romantic
soul!!
ST: Your base of operations is New York – do you feel there is a difference to how artists
in North America approach their business and how a career is launched in the European
market? Does music transcend the language barriers, or does language impose barriers
and limit the appeal to a global audience?
Giada: America is for sure a country that really knows how to launch artist all over
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the world! Most of the American artists are launched with the intention to break them
all over the globe. In Europe artists are launched little by little, one country at the time.
Well I think that music moves the soul of people and this happens as a combination of
music and words. So I guess at a certain level there can be a language barrier. But I
have also found out that Italian music has a magic power that really transcends
languages. I've been performing my music all over the USA and in Europe...to people
who don't speak Italian....and still they feel the passion and they love to hear it. I also
do speak several languages so I always introduce the songs with stories related to
them...and I noticed that this makes the connection with them easier and deeper.

ST: Your first CD was lovely, and I think it gave you a trademark with the title Italian
Signorina. Do you write your own songs, or would you like to for future CDs, because I
know this is only the beginning of a very long and successful career? When you choose
your music, do you choose songs that speak to you personally, or do you choose those
that you feel will touch your listeners most?
Giada: Well I'm a songwriter and I love to write songs. Italian Signorina is for sure
one of my favorite original songs to sing. It's the first English song I have ever
written!! In my show I always say that to write songs it's like going to a shrink...you
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tell him your problem and then you feel better! The same is for me to write my songs.
All my CDs have been a combination of original songs and covers. I think this is
something I will do also for my future CDs. Since I'm a romantic singer there are so
many unforgettable songs to sing....slowly one by one I sure intend to perform all my
favorites...I need to connect with what I sing...people can feel if you fake it!! So all I
sing is close to my heart and personal.
ST: You maintain a strong musical connection to your Italian roots, do you feel this
enhances your appeal in the North American market, or does it limit your audience
potential? Do you think your being an Italian, with the romantic image of that country,
do you feel it has created any false images about you?
Giada: I’m Italian in my heart and in my soul. I'm for sure a romantic person and I
love everything love, food and art related. I'm proud of where I'm from. But I consider
myself a citizen of the world having had the chance to live also in Amsterdam, in
London and in NYC. The world is a beautiful place no matter where you are...it's up to
us to see it!!
I know that being Italian gave a certain charm...so
I'm proud of it!! I do sing in Italian, in American, in
Spanish and French and I do speak Italian, French,
Dutch, English and some Spanish.....my audience
around the world are people of Italian heritage for
sure but also Italian life style lovers...and those are
people of different places in the world!! So I don't
think that being an Italian has limited my
audience....it's a great asset to my romantic music
and soul!!
ST: You have two (excellent) CDs available to the
North American market, and there are some great
songs on them – are you considering a complete
English language CD at any time, or will there always
be a mixture? (I hope you always record in Italian, it
truly is the language of love and passion, I think.
Lyrical when spoken, and like the whisper of angels
when it’s sung by voices like yours, Giada.)
Giada: Thank you so much Denysé for all those compliments!! (I mean every word, I
love this lady, and admire her so much! She has been a good friend for several years.) I
think I will keep singing love songs in the language of love....so yes I will keep singing
them in Italian but also in English and French.....love speaks them all!!
ST: Who has influenced you in musical terms over the years? Where are you hoping to
be in a few years, career-wise? What are your long-terms goals with your music?
Giada: My very first influence was my grandmother Maria of the maternal side. She
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was a great soprano and she is the one who discovered my talent and suggested to my
parents to send to music school. I was taking music classes before I could even write
and read. Thanks to my grandmother I got to love and appreciate so many different
kind of music, from classical, to opera and pop and rock and jazz. I have many artists I
look up to and that I love. Edith Piaff, Barbra Streisand, Ella Fitzgerald, Judy
Garland, Rosemary Clooney, Celine Dion. I just love them for their personality and
their vocal capability but I also love Madonna for her charisma and capacity to
reinvent herself.
Among the men I love Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin, Charles Aznavour
and lately Michael Bublé. And my favorite crooner of love is for sure Perry Como. Of
course I have many artists I love in Italy that are unfortunately not known in other
country like Mina, Ornella Vanoni, Riccardo Cocciante e Ranato Zero among so many
others.
There is so much music I love and so many artists...music is such a gift into our
life...every mood has a different music to go with!! Magic!! Sure I'm very ambitious
and I have big plans for me! I hope to be able to bring my music around the world. I
love to perform live. On stage I feel in my perfect habitat!! So I hope a few years from
now to be touring the world and to bring romance and love songs to even more
people around the globe!!

ST: What has been your most rewarding experience, so far in your career, as a
performer? I know you have performed at benefits for the victims of the L’Aquila
earthquake, that must have been incredible, but also very, very sad. What were your
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impressions of the situation there?
Giada: There are so many magic moments that music has brought to my life. One of
the most precious was for sure to be able to perform to raise money for the victims in
Abruzzo. Well is was a tragic situation but the amount of joy and the love in the
audience who got together for the concerts gave so many wonderful emotions to all of
us!! Tragedy sometimes helps us to get more aware of the great value of our lives and
of the people we love!!
Among my special moments also to perform for the 14 Grammy Legendary Producer
Phil Ramone and to get his compliments was like a dream coming true. Now I'm
working with Phil at a project to be filmed in Italy for PBS .....this is for sure one the
greatest thing so far!! To work with Phil is like a dream for a singer!!

ST: If you could leave a lasting imprint on the music business, what kind of legacy
would you be most proud of leaving in the minds of the people who listen to you?
Giada: I would like to be able to be remember as the Singer of Love and being able to
keep touching the heart of people giving them emotions that will make them feel happy
and loved. I give emotions to my fans on stage and they do the same back at me with
their applause and their love and support. I love my job and I love my fans!! You see
I'm all about love....and I'm convinced that the more we give the more we'll get back!!
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ST: What is ahead in the immediate future for Giada Valenti – is there any exciting
news you would like to share with us?
Giada: Well as I said the filming of the PBS Television Special in Italy this summer
with the musical direction of legendary producer Phil Ramone and next year my first
official USA tour. I'm so excited for this!!
ST: Describe Giada Valenti and her life philosophy in one sentence, if you can?
Giada: A happy person who believes in the power of love and dreams! My favorite
quote will be Winston Churchill "Never, never, never give up!!
For people that would like to stay informed about upcoming concerts and new CDs. I
recommend them to sign up for my newsletter at my website www.giadavalenti.com.
People can purchase my CDs at my website http://www.giadavalenti.com but also at
iTunes, Amazon.com and CDBaby.com.
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I Tesori del Cuore
Treasures of the Heart
by Denysé Bridger

Dawnae Jourdan smiled while she strolled the
cobbled streets of Florence. Her eyes drank in
the golden light that spilled from shop windows
and out of open doorways, giving the night a
look and feel that was like summer sunshine.
“I’m really here,” she whispered in an undertone
that was tinged with awe. Her gift to herself for
her approaching fortieth birthday was the dream
of a lifetime—she was seeing her beloved Italia
at last. Delayed and postponed by one
emergency or another her entire adult life, she’d
finally thrown excuses to the wind, and booked
the trip she’d fantasized about forever.
It was December, and Christmas was only a
couple of weeks away. Between the rows of
stores, curtains of lights were draped like sheets
hung out to dry. They glittered and winked like
saucy lovers, and she grinned at the thought.
Pulling out her camera, she began to focus on a lovely long-shot of the shining street,
not conscious of her own movement as the picture came into view. She snapped the
picture and turned, banging into solid warmth. Startled she took a step back and looked
up into the most stunning dark eyes she’d ever seen... Her breath left her in one blinding
instant and she bit back a gasp.
“Are you all right, signorina?”
Dawnae bit her bottom lip and nodded, swallowing hard to clear the sudden slump from
her throat. She tried again, “Sì, yes, I’m fine. Mi dispiace,” she added softly.
He smiled, and something tingled wildly in her veins. Without conscious thought, her
gaze swept over him, cataloguing his presence in her mind. Tall, six feet or more,
incredible eyes, long, straight nose, and a mouth that was sensual and enticing, framed
by a shadow of stubble. He had thick, waving, dark brown hair, broad shoulders under
the leather jacket and dark shirt he wore, slender hips encased in form-fitting denim
that accentuated long legs, and dark boots. He touched her arms and the heat of his
hands seared her, even though she wore a wool jacket. Her gaze flew upward again and
was instantly snared by the trap of dark mystery that was in his eyes.
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He looked closer at her, a tiny frown furrowing his forehead.
“Would you like to have a cappuccino with me, signorina?”
His voice was as mesmerizing as his eyes and she wanted him to keep talking simply so
she could listen to the smooth, velvet growl of his words. The accent was lovely, but it
was the textured layers of his speech that enchanted her. Snapping herself from the near
stupor that was holding her hostage, she shook her head.
“I don’t think so,” she replied in a voice that contained an annoying quiver of
unmistakable excitement. “Grazie.”
He obviously interpreted the breathless tone correctly and his smile became a grin.
“Why?” he asked. “You don’t like me?”
The tone, teasing and challenging at the same time, made her laugh.
“Maybe I like you too much, bello,” she replied, letting the flirt inside her emerge.
He chuckled and she resisted the insanely appealing urge to fall into his arms and listen
to the sound of his laughter with her head against his chest.
“Thank God,” he murmured in mock relief, “I thought I was losing my charm.”
Her eyes widened, and once again the words came without thinking. “You are in no
danger of that, believe me!” He was far too handsome, and much too at ease with it.
“I am Emanuele,” he told her and lifted her hand to his lips in a quick kiss. “My friends
call me Ema.”
“And what do your lovers call you?”
“You’ll think of something, I’m sure.” He winked and offered his arm.

*****
AUTHOR NOTE: And, for the moment, that’s where we’ll leave it.... the completed
story will be published later this year, and for anyone who wonders.... it’s dedicated to
none other than Emanuele Dabbono, who has very graciously allowed me to use him
as the hero for this tale...
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Sensual Treats Magazine – Interview May 2010:
Meet Riccardo Foresi:
As part of our special feature on the beautiful country of Italy this issue, we are very
blessed to have some of the finest talents of that lovely place with us. One amazing
singer who is merging traditional music with new is the very talented Riccardo Foresi.
A singer with wonderful range of style, more charm than should be legal , and one of
my most cherished friends - meet this very special musician and fall in love…

BIO: Riccardo Foresi began his journey in a house in the Italian hills filled with music. When

asked if she remembered when he first started showing interest in music, his mom recalled, "you
were singing the day you were born." Starting at age 6, Riccardo's father and grandfather signed
him up for music school, and two years later he started studying trumpet. By age 10 he was
enrolled in the music conservatory of Fermo. He graduated 7 years later with the highest grades
given at the conservatory. While it seemed likely that Riccardo's journey would lead him to be a
trumpet player in the classical music world, the music playing on his mother's radio caused a
detour, as he fell in love with pop songs and singers.
Starting in the marching band in his small home town, by the time he turned 15 Riccardo was
already a full time musician. His versatility and dedication led him to perform in many different
situations: at weddings and festivals, in pop/rock and jazz bands, in brass quintets and as lead
trumpet in classical orchestras.
At 19, determined to learn English, Riccardo moved to Canada where he also studied jazz at
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McEwan College in Edmonton. Then in 2003-4 he toured throughout Italy. After that, driven by
his spirit and determination, Riccardo moved to NYC. He recalls "the day I arrived in New York,
I thought 'How is this possible, with all of these people?' But after three hours of walking
around, from Times Square to Little Italy, I began to understand the spirit, and the warmth of
this city."
His unique talents were quickly recognized and Riccardo soon found himself collaborating with
some of the industry's most successful pop writer/producers including Wayne Cohen, Jeff
Franzel, Jorgen Eloffson, Sharon Vaughn, and Gary Baker, and industry executives Eric Beall
and Eddie O'Loughlin.
Now, inspired by both the landscapes of Italy and the streets of New York, Riccardo uses the
romance and passion of his voice to create a uniquely powerful musical fusion that combines the
dramatic heat of opera and the coolness of soulful pop music.

Questions:
ST: Some of our readers are familiar with your voice and name already because of our
advance promotion, but the magazine has expanded a lot since last year when we did
this and many readers will be meeting you for the first time as they read this, so…. How
would Riccardo Foresi describe himself and his music to a new audience? I know it’s
impossible to really label a style, but what are the things that you feel speak the most
strongly through your music?
Riccardo: Somebody called me a timeless romantic spirit...someone a romantic hero.
The voice is the vessel of the soul...it tells you everything that's inside. I live my life
looking to feel deep strong emotions, the values of the past, love and tradition. You will
find all this into my music.
ST: You’ve moved between Italy and New York
often over the past few years – do you feel there is
a difference to how artists in North America
approach their business and how a career is
launched in the European market? Does music
transcend the language barriers, or does language
impose barriers and limit the appeal to a global
audience? Having recently recorded some of your
newest songs in both your native Italian, and
English – do you have a preference for one version
over the other? (Personally, I love the Italian
versions.)
Riccardo: Fortunately or unfortunately, the
music business works the same way all over the
world. We now live in one world. I think that
doing your best to create great music is a
worldwide strategy. Obviously some audiences
prefer one kind of sound to another and your
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music might appeal to different people from place to place but you'd be surprised of
how a good Italian song can travel the world... Being Italian, singing my language
really gets my heart pounding but I love the English language and its musical sound as
well...
ST: You write some amazing songs, and I know Wayne Cohen is fabulous for you to
work with, he really knows how to bring out the best in a song, and the songs for your
upcoming CD are strong, passionate, and very romantic - songs that express a lot of
things that your audience is affected by. When you write, do you draw on your own
views and experiences only, or do you create what you feel will touch your listeners
most? All art has to be born within the artist, of course, but is there a part of you that
can detach yourself from the craft to create what you feel will be a commercial success as
opposed to something that is deeply personal?
Riccardo: I was blessed in the past few
years to be writing songs with some
amazing writers, including Wayne
Cohen. A song needs to come out from
your heart, and you should go with
what you feel... However, it's amazing
to see how these amazing writers can
turn your emotions in to a great song,
using their knowledge and experience to
please the listeners; like a chef in the
kitchen that knows his tricks and secret
ingredients...

ST: You maintain a strong musical connection to your Italian roots, do you feel this
enhances your appeal in the North American market, or does it limit your audience
potential? Do you feel being an Italian, with the romantic image of that country, that it
has created any false images or preconceptions about you? I know you are a romantic,
and very much the kind of man that is the traditional hero to many women, is this a role
you enjoy, or is it something you’d rather avoid?
Riccardo: I've always tried to stay how I am...You are how you are... your
personality, your looks, your background, and most importantly your voice. What you
do with it, it's different. I am an Italian young man who enjoys good food, company,
family and romance. I consider being Italian and having such historical roots a great
privilege...
ST: There is already a strong base of fans building around you, and they are, I know,
very anxiously awaiting you debut CD – any idea when that might be happening? And
do you have any thoughts on how/where you’d like to launch the CD? Will there be
signings or a launch party of any kind?
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Riccardo: Everyone around me is working very hard, to make all of there things
happen. The music business has become very difficult, so you have to be very
protective to have your chance... I needed to build a great deal of patience because I
knew this wasn’t gonna be easy. My fans have been patient, and loyal, and I'm very
thankful. But great work is in progress, and I'm really looking forward to announcing
my album, signings and a release party....
ST: Who has influenced you in musical terms over the years? Where are you hoping to
be in a few years, career-wise? What are your long-terms goals with your music?
Riccardo: It all started with a sparkle... the day that you show interest for something
and your parents pick it up... Then you fall in love with it and it becomes a dream... I
don't remember a day in my life without music... I think that it was in my DNA... even
as a child music would give me emotions that I still remember to this day...
My long-term goal is to keep doing music, never loose the passion, sing until the last
day of my life and be remembered as a great voice.
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ST: Now, a fun question – you are an extremely handsome man, how do you feel about
the adoration of many women, because I know you’ve incited a lot of fantasies in those
female hearts? Do you think it makes it difficult to maintain a personal relationship to
have women chasing you? (You can kill me later for that one, dear, but I admit I’m
really curious if you’ll answer it for me! )
Riccardo: You see? I love women, so I enjoy the fact they love me... And you can't
blame someone for being good-looking...can you?
I write songs and I perform with my heart, that's what happens... inspiring some
fantasies and having women around you should not put a relationship in danger...
ST: If you could leave a lasting imprint on the music business, what kind of legacy
would you be most proud of leaving in the minds of the people who listen to you?
Riccardo: Anytime you want to experience great singing and great music, put on a
Riccardo Foresi CD (or whatever will have in 50 years)!
ST: Describe Riccardo Foresi and his life philosophy in one sentence, if you can? 
Riccardo: Don't be afraid to be yourself.....
Thank you so much for your time, Riccardo, and for chatting with our readers.

Visit here: http://www.riccardoforesi.net
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Travel to Italy via the Internet

italyMONDO! has been America’s most trusted provider of Italian heritage products and
services since 2006. Whether you want to discover your story with in-depth Family Tree
research, find relatives living in Italy with our popular FamilyFinder service, walk in your
ancestor’s footsteps on a custom designed Heritage Tour or obtain Dual Italian-American
Citizenship, our experienced staff can make it happen.
So, what are you waiting for? Contact italyMONDO! today and discover your own Italian roots!

Visit here: http://www.italymondo.com

Envisioning a travel company that would be a unique source for all things Italian, Select Italy's
Italian born President, Andrea Sertoli, founded the company in 1997 keeping his pulse on new
discoveries, whether it be a destination, event or accommodation. Select Italy was created out of
the desire to offer a specialized, custom oriented travel service with the ability to produce stateof-the-art tours, itineraries and activities. Through a vast network of suppliers and cultural
contacts, Select Italy has quickly established itself as a fast-growing operator in the industry.
With its main offices in Chicago, IL and representatives in Italy, Select Italy's staff is comprised
of native Italian and American travel professionals, all of whom are knowledgeable, dedicated
and have a passion for Italy. Our carefully selected guides and liaisons in Italy are specialized in
the areas of archaeology, art history and the academic world to ensure the highest level of
service. Select Italy is committed to creating the perfect vacation and maximizing enjoyment in
Italy for our clients by adhering to the highest standards of professionalism.

For the latest news about Select Italy check out http://selectitaly.com/pressroom.php
and http://selectitaly.com/newsletter.php
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My Paesano is Dedicated
to Those Who Love the Italian Lifestyle and Culture.
Getting there and Beyond...
Visit here: http://www.mypaesano.com

Abruzzo Cherry-Picked; the holiday & lifestyle guide to Italy's Rocky Heart
Visit here: http://www.lifeinabruzzo.com

BELL'AVVENTURA
TRIPPING THROUGH LIFE.
Visit here: http://www.bellavventura.blogspot.com/
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Luxury, personalized and food inspired tours to Calabria, Sicily and the Castelli Romani near
Rome.
In Italy Tours specializes in custom tours of Calabria for discerning independent travellers to
Italy looking for authentic cooking lessons, food and wine tasting experiences in the
company of local people.
One day, four day or week long itineraries and vacations can be booked, which include
accommodation, walking tours, private driver and excursions from Tropea.
As well as Calabria, In Italy Tours has also created unique gastronomic packages to the
Roman Hills or Castelli Romani, as well as luxury yacht cruises to Sicily and the Aeolian
Islands.

Visit here: http://www.initalytours.com/

We've often been called the Culinary Concierge of Italy. Ciao Laura, LLC is the premier
provider of cooking lessons, cooking vacations and culinary based programs throughout Italy
and we have testimonials to prove it!
All of our programs are hand-picked through extensive research, recommendations, and annual
site visits. We feel strongly that a quality experience begins with providing a good match
between the client and the program - and we treat each of our clients as we would treat our very
own family.
We do our best to provide the best suitable match for all of our clients based on individual levels
of cooking experience, personal taste, budget and time constraints.
Ciao Laura was named after the company's owner Laura Faust. Over the course of her life she
has enjoyed a love of travel, cooking, and a never-ending quest for her next great culinary
adventure.

Visit here: http://www.ciaolaura.com
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Nancy Aiello Tours is a private Italy tour planning company offering personalized Italy tours
to enjoy Rome and Vatican guided tour, private Florence tour, private tour of Venice designed to
discover the best Italy has to offer for the discerning travelers visiting Italy.
Based in Rome since 1997 Nancy Aiello Tours offers leisure & business travelers visiting Italy
personalized private Italy tours combined with private Italy travel services to experience and
enjoy Italy life and style as the Italians do!
Nancy Aiello Tours is a boutique Italy tour planning company big on skills, knowledge and
experience focused on offering its privileged guests planning to visit Italy the opportunity to
spend quality time at quality Italian venues with the utmost attention to details and emotions.
Travel to Italy is a great opportunity to enjoy Italy history and culture, visit Italy art and
museums, taste delicious Italian food and celebrate a well deserved Italy vacation, very special
wedding, birthday or anniversary in Italy.

Visit here: http://www.nancyaiellotours.com

A labor of love of Melanie Mize Renzulli, Italofile.com is the place to find all things related to
travel in Italy: current events and festivals, tourism boards, packages and deals, Italy
products, etc.
Melanie is the author of The Unofficial Guide to Central Italy and the 1st edition of
Frommer’s Irreverent Guide to Rome. She has also contributed to several Michelin guidebooks
about Italy including the Green Guides to Tuscany, Rome, and Italy.
Obviously, Melanie’s interest in Italy goes far beyond what can be included in a guidebook.
Therefore, Italofile.com was born to bring guidebook readers and other Italy travel aficionados
more information on one of the world’s favorite travel destinations.

Visit here: http://www.italofile.com/
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I am a freelance writer with 15 years’ experience in corporate communications in the IT industry
in the UK. I have extensive experience in tech PR, as well as writing for print and the web. I
have written material ranging from press releases, marketing collateral and web pages, to
corporate blogs, executive speeches and internal news publications.
At the beginning of 2010, I made a lifestyle choice and quit full-time corporate life to spend
more time at my home in Lunigiana in Northern Tuscany. I now work as a freelancer, spending
my time between the UK and Italy.
I first started italytutto at the beginning of 2009 as a hobby because I found it difficult to keep
track of all my favourite bloggers on Italy. As with all blogs, it is always evolving, and in the
future I hope it will also help to showcase my writing.
I can be contacted at info@italytutto.com
SC Parry
Freelance Communicator

Visit here: http://www.italytutto.com

SicilyGuide.com™ is a complete, high quality guide to Sicily, dedicated to promoting the best
image of Sicily through the Internet and assist experienced travelers in planning their trip to the
island. SicilyGuide.com™ aims to:






be a leading source of travel information
support tourism industry in Sicily
improve Sicily’s brand image
ensure a direct contact through consumers and travel providers in the island
favor business and trade

The company is essentially an e-commerce business and will be run around its web site, branded
as SicilyGuide.com™. The web site aims to give unbiased information and recommendations,
such as a guidebook does, but with the advantage that can be updated regularly.

Visit here: http://www.sicilyguide.com
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10 years online, 'Delicious Italy' has become the trusted English language
resource for anyone planning an independent trip to the Italian regions.

Our MISSION is to become the most important reference for the independent English
speaking visitor to the Italian regions who is seeking authentic cultural, gastronomic
and historical travel experiences for the purpose of work or leisure.
As best we can, we are continually identifying and proposing the latest and most valid
tourism initiatives from across the Italian regions, as well as authentic local
experiences both old and new.
The company:
Deliciousitaly.com is the online Italy food, culture and history guide by Delicious Italy
s.r.l., our Rome based marketing services company.
As you can see we are a private Italian company based in
Italy, working from Italy and on the side of the Italian
incoming tourism sector.
Please note that we not operate as a travel agency, tour
operator or travel planner, but if you feel our company can
help you practically in Italy, then do get in touch.
View some recent collaborations in our Delicious Italy Blog,
a curious look at the marketing and promotion of the image
of contemporary Italy.
Our Blog is aimed at marketing and communication professionals and also incorporates more
information about our company.
Delicious Italy ® is a registered trade mark.

Visit here: http://www.deliciousitaly.com/visualizza.php?Id=1&area=it
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Gabriele Cruccolini
Freelance Event Planner and Communication specialist, has collaborated also with
Eurochocolate, which is one of the biggest event in Umbria. Musician, Mac-User, amateur-Chef,
he comes back in Umbria, from a life in London, for his endless love for the "green heart of Italy"
and to accomplish the dream of emphasize, through events, all the beautiful resources that this
region has.
Federica Lorenzoni
Passionate and expert of Umbria's traditions, history and sites. She currently works in the
communication office of an international brand of cashmere products based in Solomeo
(Umbria). Travel agent and tour manager until 2006, she had to follow the way brought by
changes in international economics and personal events, but her huge passion in trips stays on!
Enhanced by the need to communicate all the Umbria's stunning things.
Visit here: http://umbrialoversblog.blogspot.com/

On returning from my first trip to Italy in 1995, someone asked if I enjoyed my visit. Enjoyed it?
I couldn’t believe the country had been around my entire life and no one told me. I immediately
set out to learn Italian — non tanto semplice for my lazy, grown-up brain — but I was
determined to return and have a conversation about something other than the cost of postcard
or the location of the duomo.
I’ll not attempt not to cover All Things Venetian on this blog (it’s already being done elsewhere,
and better than I could do it), but instead include more personal observations and recountings
of la vita quotidiana, along with some news, notes, and helpful hints to help the curious traveler
to get the most of Venice’s watery ways.
I warn you though, Gentle Visitor: a sojourn here could change your life…it certainly has mine.
Se sentimo…

Visit here: http://livingveniceblog.com/
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What is Blog from Italy?
Started in 2005 as a way of coming to terms, or not, with life here in Italy, Blog from Italy is
now part blog, part magazine.
Blog from Italy’s founder and writer Alex Roe has quite an extensive range of interests, meaning
that posts here cover an eclectic range of subjects.
In addition to Alex Roe, three other writers contribute posts to Blog from Italy:


Paolo Feroleto – who writes about Italian design.



Giulia Garau – who writes about Sardinia.



Guðjón Ingi Sigurðarson – who writes about the Italian Indie music scene.

Visit here: http://www.blogfromitaly.com/

Listen live RADIO ITALY LIVE – from New York City – ALL Italian music – ALL day!

http://www.radioitalylive.com/home.live
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Napoli – Harmony in Motion
An honest to God, living, breathing, working city, Naples is an ever evolving mosaic. Alive with
colors, patterns and textures, a myriad of disparate pieces - ancient, old, and new create
surprising harmony from seemingly random chaos.
Hence the fascination. Hence the fear.
A fear, though while unfounded, nevertheless keeps tourists away. After all, with a reputation for
being gritty, dirty, chaotic, overcrowded, and dangerous, it’s easy to look down your nose at
Naples. Even most Italians do. But ask a Neapolitan about his city and his face will light up with
pride and he’ll tell you that it is the most beautiful city in the world.
Rising up from the Tyrrhenian Sea, Naples’ boasts some of the most spectacular panoramas
imaginable. A veritable feast for the eyes. The view towards the Bay and Vesuvius is unrivaled.
But the view looking back at the city, that one will take your breath away. Like a field of
wildflowers in the springtime, an intricate patchwork of every color of the rainbow climbs along
Naples terraced hills and its ancient alleys weave in and out, the threads that tie it together.
And it’s in the alleys where Naples’ true beauty lives. A city with precious little private space and
so full of passion, it is literally bursting at the seams. Stores, markets and cafes spill out into the
streets as cars and motos weave in and out of throngs of strolling pedestrians. Laundry flaps in
the breeze and the smell of classic Neapolitan caffe and the sounds of a thousand conversations
fill the air. Some might call it chaos but it is in fact, a perfectly choreographed ballet.
Wander down Naples streets for a while and you will find its rhythm and charm hidden between
the chaotic notes. The loving embrace of two friends meeting on the street, tiny fingers finding
comfort in the chiseled hand of their grandfather, fathers and sons working side by side, or four
generations of family gathering in tiny apartments to share a Sunday meal.
Patrick Brydone said it best some two hundred plus years ago. “It is hard to say, whether the
view is more pleasing from the singularity of many of the objects, or from the incredible variety
of the whole.” Naples is a mosaic. Each piece plays its part, and together it creates a beautiful
harmony. And that is the fascination. That is Napoli.

Visit here: http://www.napoliunplugged.com
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Destiny Blaine

http://www.bookstrand.com/destiny-blaine

A no-strings relationship works well until Suzy meets the man who
can keep her bound to his bed with minimal effort. Marco Giovanni is
young blood, a rookie quarterback with a bright career. Suzy Illiani
has a reputation but Marco doesn’t care about her past. He’s only
interested in how she fits into his future.
Blurb:
When Suzy discovers Marco is headed to the Dallas Rascals, she
makes a strategic move. Calling in favors, she aligns herself with a
man destined for football greatness.
Even though Marco’s peers view Suzy as damaged goods, Marco falls
in love with a woman he plans to change, but taming a vixen isn’t as
easy as it looks. Soon, Marco realizes the only way to win Suzy’s love
is to train her for submission. But the real challenge he finds is in the
lack of control he feels whenever he’s holding her in his arms.
Note: May/December romance with a 19-year-old hero and a 30+
heroine. Also contains light BDSM and sex toys.

http://www.bookstrand.com/destiny-blaine
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Our De-Classified Ads
Missy Martine - Check Out My World of Erotic
Fiction: www.missymartine.com
C.H. Scarlett - Author of Paranormal, Fantasy,
Dark
Satire,
Romantic
Erotic:
www.chscarlett.com
Allure Van Sanz - Demand some you time with
tales of allure. http://allurevansanz.com
Colleen Love – Where Love is
http://www.colleenlove.webs.com

magic…

R.L. Stuemke – Welcome to the world of….
http://rlstuemke.webs.com/
Like Fantasy Romance? Come fly with the
Eaglekins. Upon Eagle's Light by Clover Autrey http://www.eaglekinseyrie.com
Wanna laugh? Watch fast-paced peepshows
based on naughty poems from Men at Work at:
http://www.youtube.com/user/msrobinglasser You
can
get
a
copy
from
robinglasser@yahoo.com
Kari Thomas: Wildest hearts reign among the
Heroes and Heroines of these books! When The
Prey For The Wolf falls into Temptation
Unleashed and tempts the Hunted Mate into
Seducing The Hero all for Her Heart His Soul,
they all fall Under A Shifters Moon! http://www.authorkari.com/
Let's Pretend. True love needs no pretence.
www.moniquedevere.co.uk. A romantic comedy
from The Wild Rose Press.
Divorce Etiquette. They're breaking every
rule
of
divorce
etiquette!
www.moniquedevere.co.uk. Available from The
Wild Rose Press.
Giselle Renarde's "Ondine" is a truly bisexual
romance interwoven with erotic tales of straight
and lesbian love.
And
the
link:
http://excessica.com/store/catalog/product_i
nfo.php?products_id=342

XOXO Publishing™ specializes in adult romance,
erotica books and ebooks where readers can
explore and be transported to a world of
possibilities.
www.XOXOPublishing.com
Sweet Temptation - Becca Dale: Darcy
understands the world works for skinny women,
not girls like her. Luckily, no one ever explained
the
rules
to
Marc.
http://www.thewildrosepress.com/wilderroses/i
ndex.php?main_page=product_info&products_
id=767 —
http://beccadale.blogspot.com
RETRIBUTION: Silent Death – April 19th,
Noble
Romance
Publishing
https://www.nobleromance.com/ItemDisplay.
aspx?i=121
Charisma Knight resides in the Maryland area
and enjoys penning titillating erotic romance
with an edge. Charisma believes in establishing
and nurturing one’s dreams and desires to their
highest potential.
http://charismaknight.webs.com
Allure Of The Beast by Margaret L. Carter.
I'm the alpha werewolf's daughter. You killed my
father. Prepare to die.
http://www.margaretlcarter.com
Contests leading to release of SERENITY'S
DREAM, the first in The Sapphire Club Series,
Visit
on
June
21st.
http://www.britaaddams.com for details.
LaVerne Thompson is a bestselling award
winning author of exceptional sensual
contemporary, fantasy and sci/fi romance visit
her at www.lavernethompson.com
Tales of the Red Moon Clan, a paranormal
suspense by Chérie De Sues. "...so much action,
…so well written, ...I was captured."
www.NobleRomance.com
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Submission Guidelines for
Sensual Treats
Magazine:

are very welcome. If you have something
that you think would appeal but doesn’t fall
into the typical classifications, just send us a
quick email and we’ll talk about it! Topics
are very flexible, and we love diversity.
If you use research sites that you think will
be of interest to others, please do include
them in the article, or list them at the end,
so we can share them with everyone.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
ALL photos will be credited to the
photographer/owner of the images, and
with your permission, uploaded to the photo
gallery once the issue in which they appear
has been published. We will require a
written statement saying that you are the
owner of the photographs and that they are
being used with your permission.

ARTICLES:
We ask that you contact us first if you have
an idea for an article you would like to
submit. Once your topic is approved, we will
set a deadline if you want it to appear in the
next issue. If that deadline is missed, your
article will appear in the next issue with an
available opening, once it’s been edited and
approved for content.
Articles can be on a variety of subjects, as
long as there is a connection to romance, or
will be of interest to our readers. Sexuality,
spirituality, travel, food, any of these things

FICTION:
ALL genres of romance are welcome. This is
not an erotica magazine, so keep your “heat”
rating to a tone that will be acceptable to all
readers. Four letter words and multiple
partners are not what we want for the
magazine, ok?
Word count in the range of 1000-3500
words is ideal. If you have something
longer, or shorter, let us know and we’ll see
about accommodating you if it’s at all
possible and the story is one that merits a
longer word count being accepted.
Fiction will be edited for content, grammar,
and the usual typographical errors.
Thank you for your interest and support,
and we look forward to hearing from you,
and working with you. If you have ideas that
fall outside the above categories, let us
know, please?
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